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Nonlinear Optical Properties of Bacteriorhodopsin:
Assignment of the Third-order Polarizability

Based on Two-Photon Absorption Spectroscopy.

Robert R. Birge, Mark B. Masthay, Jeffrey A. Smart, Jack R. Tallent and Chian-Fan Zhang

Department of Chemistry and Center for Molecular Electronics
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 13244-4100 USA

ABSTRACT

The third-order ii-electron polarizabiity, y, of bacteriorhodopsin in the 0.0 -1.2 eV optical region
is assigned based on an analysis of the experimental two-photon properties of the low-lying singlet state
manifold. The following selected values of 'y (units of 1O36 esu) are observed: y(O;O,O,O)— 2482
y(-3co;co,co,co) — 2976±385 (co 0.25 eV), 5867±704 (w— 0.5 eV), 14863±1614 (co— 0.66 eV),
15817±2314 (co= 1.0 eV), 10755±1733 (o— 1.17 eV). The third-order polarizability of this protein,
which contains an all-trans retinyl protonated Schiff base chromophore with six double bonds, is
comparable to that observed for much longer chain polyenes [for example, dodecapreno n-carotene, a
polyene with 19 double bonds, exhibits a third-order m-electron polarizability at 0.66 eV of 17000 6000
x 1036 esu {J.P. Hermann and J. Ducuing, J. Appl. Phys. 45, 5100-5102 (1974)}}. We attribute the
enhanced third-order nonlinearity associated with the protein bound chromophore of bacteriorhodopsin to
two mutually enhancing origins. First, the chromophore is protonated, and the resultant charge
reorganization enhances the polarizability in a fashion that is similar to that known to occur for polaronic
and bipolaronic chromophores. We estimate protonation generates a five-fold enhancement in 'y.
Second, the protein bound chromo?hore exhibits a large change in dipole moment upon excitation into the
lowest-lying, strongly-allowed 1B—like state [t — 13.5 D, R.R. Birge and C.F. Zhang, J. Chem.
Phys. 92, 7178-7195 (1990)]. The latter property is responsible for a Type ifi enhancement of the third-
order polarizability, and yields at least a 20-fold increase in y.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent studies have demonstrated the significant potential of organic molecules in applications
requiring large third-order polarizabilities.19 These studies suggest that long-chain polyenes provide
some of the best potential due to the extended ic-electron system coupled with a low-lying strongly allowed
excited statefr7 One problem associated with long-chain polyenes is that the effective conjugation length
reaches a limiting value that reduces the effectiveness of adding additional double bonds. Theoretical
calculations suggest that the formation of the polaron (polyene charge, q, —+1) or bipolaron (q—+2)
mediates this problem and enhances both the third-order polarizability as well as the effective conjugation
length of long-chain polyenes.6 Other studies have suggested that long-chain polyenes with reduced
symmetry have enhanced third-order properties due to additional enhancement of the third-order
polarizability associated with a low-lying allowed excited state with a large change in dipole moment
relative to the ground state.5 The above two contributions are not mutually exclusive, and this observation
prompted our interest in investigating the third-order polarizability of bacteriorhodopsin, a protein which
contains a protonated all-trans retinyl Schiff base polyene. The positively charged chromophore in
bacteriorhodopsin exhibits some of the key electronic properties which are observed in bipolarons, and has
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a lowest-lying strongly-allowed "1B" state which exhibits a large change in dipole moment relative to the
ground state (iji = 13.5 D).1O Thus, based on previous experimental and theoretical studies, we
anticipated that bacteriorhodopsin might exhibit highly enhanced third-order susceptibility. The present
investigation provides a quantitative evaluation of y to test this prediction.

Bacteriorhodopsin (MW 26,000) is the light transducing protein in the purple membrane of
Halobacterium halobium.1114 The purple membrane, which contains the protein bacteriorhodopsin in a
3:1 protein:lipid matrix, is grown by the bacterium when the concentration of oxygen becomes too low to
sustain the generation of AlT via oxidative phosphorylation. The absorption of light by the light-adapted
protein initiates a photocycle which pumps protons from the inside (cytoplasmic) to the outside
(extracellular) of the membrane. The resulting pH gradient (ipH 0.2) generates a proton-motive force
which is used to synthesize ATP from inorganic phosphate and ADP. Halobacterium halobium is thus
capable of either respiratory or photochemical AlT synthesis.

2. METHODS

Our goal is to assign the third-order polarizabiity associated with a static electric field, 'y(O;O,O,O)
and the third-order polarizability associated with third-harmonic generation, y(-3.o;co,o). These two
polarizabiities, which are invariant to molecular orientation, are defined in terms of the molecular
components by the following two expressions:

y(-3(D;(o,(o,co) = [Ymx + Yyyyy +Tzzzz + Yxxyy+ yyyvi + +y+ +y] (1)

T(O;O,O,O) = [Yxxxx + Yyyyy+ 'Yzzzz + 2'y + 2Txxzz + 2yz] (2)

where the simplification introduced in Eq. 2 is associated with Kleinman symmetry (e.g. =
which can be applied only for static fields (see discussion in Ref. 7). Both of the above third-order
polarizabiities can be calculated in terms of a perturbation expansion summing over all of the excited
electronic states:

re(2)1
Tabcd(3C0C0,C0,(.0) =

L h3 K(—3o;co,a,co)

x { : [ : <kiAralO> <k1i'i,Ij> <j&ci>
<iI&dIO>]

P i*O j*O (cokø—3co) (oo—2) (COjO—CO)

— F <jI&aIO> <jIrbI0> <kIArcIO> <kiArdlO> ] } (3), (cojO—3co) (cokO—co) (COko+CO)

where K(—3CO;CO,co,CO) is a multiplier that adjusts the magnitude of the right-hand-side so that Yabcd(
3c0;co,Co,CO)[which requires K—1/8] is equal to yabcd(O;O,O,O)[which requires K=1], Lfp indicates
summation of terms obtained by permuting i,j and k, and r represents the transition length delta-operator
(ir r if <i&Ii> — <iri> — <OIrIO>). Explicit expansion of the above equation clearly showing the
permutations is given in the appendix of Ref. 7.
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Before assigning the third-order properties of bacteriorhodopsin, we will demonstrate briefly the
relationship between the two-photon absorptivity and the third-order polarizabiity.

2.1 Perturbation treatment of the two-photon absorption process.

The two-photon absorptivity of the sth excited state is a function not only of the properties of the molecule
but also the laser polarization and energies used to generate a simultaneous two-photon absorption in the
molecule:15

o;= 8i4e"
+ (4)

(ch)

where and çí are the frequencies of the two laser beams, g(T + T) is the normalized lineshape
function (see below) and S0(A,, L) 5 the two-photon tensor:

S0(a,3) — 1(<j'10>) (<sIrU>') (.<iIrIo>) (<sIrIi>.a) (5)
j=Ot cj-ra+irj J

where a and 3 are the unit vectors defining the polarization of the two photons and and Fj are the
transition frequency and the homogeneous linewidth of state j,respectively. As we examine in more detail
below, the summation is over all electronic states of the molecule including the ground and final states.16
Eq. 4includes a factor of 1/2 that is required in order to make the theoretical and the experimental
definitions identical.17 The normalized lineshape function will be approximated for the present analysis of
bacteriorhodopsin by using a log-normal distribution.18'19'20

# I 1n2 (T + _ 'Tso)(p24) 2
g(cY + VA) gmax exp — 2

ln +1
1Qnp) Av p

c,•1 + > - [MT p /(p2-1)], (6a)

g(cT11 + /) —0, + cT � Vs - [ i /(p2-1)} (6b)
where.

___4 ln2 12 p(lnp) ( (lnp)2 11
c2 ç2 t(p2 1) exp 4ln2 JJ

' (7)

is the wavenumber at maximum two-photon absorptivity, MT is the full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) in wavenumbers and p is the skewness. The units of g (sec) derive from the fact that this
function is normalized to unity in frequency space.20 The skewness is a dimensionless parameter which is
an indirect measure of the distribution of vibronic activity into higher vibrational modes due to Franck-
Condon activity, vibronic coupling and/or vibronic resonance effects. A log-normal fit to the two-photon
double resonance spectrum of bacteriorhodopsin (see below) yields a value of for all bands of 8.828
x 10-15 sec (p = 1.6, çr — 3420 cm1).
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The following three-state approximation for the two-photon absorptivity can be used to predict the
absorptivity of low-lying (non-resonantly enhanced) allowed or forbidden states.1°

s<—O
4i4e4cTA,2 1(a+) [(ilrfo) • (slrli)]2 fi I(iIrIo)121(sIrIi)12

max 15c2h2 g f — — 2 — — #, (8a)
L (Vj0—V) (Vj0—V)'

+ 8it4e32 r(--2I(iIrIo)I I(slrli)I I(slrlo)I I1sok05(4)ave)2
15c2h2 (c• jo — f)2

(8b)

4i4e2
+

15c2h2 gmax I(a-- (itø(S I r o))2 + 1tø2 I (s I r o) 2 (8c)

where

LO L- L0. (9)

and a and b are photon polarization and propagation variables (see Refs. 20 & 21) and ave is theRMS
average of the following ten transition/dipole vector angles with the specified weightings: <(i I r oXs I r
<(sIrIo)so, 2{<(iro)ijtso}, 24<(slrloXslrfi)}, 2{<(slrloXilrlo)}, 2{<(sIrIi)iso}. The
cross term in Eq. 8b has been simplified and is rigorous only when ave 0. We can informally describe
Eq. 8 as dividing the two-photon absorption process into three contributions, an electronic term (8a), a
dipolar (or charge transfer) term (8c) and a cross term (8b). The above equation has been shown to work
successfully in predicting the absorptivity of the low-lying 1A and 1A-like states in polyenes (where
Eq. 8a dominates) and the low-lying "1B' states in polar polyenes (where Eq. 8c dominates).15,2228

2.2 Relationship between two-photon process and the third-order polarizability.

There are some obvious similarities between the two-photon and third-order polarizability
perturbation expansion. For example, we can write the two-photon tensor in a form which emphasizes the
similarities:

5s ° gs(o) I CO?, (O <ilrlo> <jirlo> <slrlj> <sirli>

j.-o (j—(O)(COj—CO)

This result shows that both the two-photon and third-order polarizability tensors have numerators with
products of four transition lengths and denominators with products of the energydifferences between
excited states and the radiation field. Less obvious is the fact that for molecules with inversion symmetry,
or near inversion symmetry, couplings between the low-lying strongly allowedexcited state and forbidden
state(s) dominate the tensors. For example, Pierce has shown that in linear polyenes, a simple three state
approximation yields a good estimate for 'y(O;O,O,O):

16 e4 (2i)1 I<BIrIO>12 I I<BIrInA>12 I<BIrIO>E
y(0,o,0,0) —

5 2
— a

L -J B L iiA B
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where B represents the low-lying 1B one-photon allowed state and nA represents a higher excited 1A
excited state which couples strongly via a transition length to the B state. If this equation is compared wit
the three state approximation for the two-photon absorptivity (Eq. 8), we observe that similar transition
lengths contribute to both 'y(O;O,O,O) and 5, provided s is properly chosen. If we drop terms 8b and 8c
(which are zero for linear polyenes), assume linearly polarized light (a = fi— 8) of the correct frequency to
access the final state, and assume the transition lengths are similarly polarized Eq. 8 reduces to:

5nA<-O 24i4e4E,2 rI(BIrIo)I2I<BlrI"')I2 lObmax l5c2h2 (EB _ : EnA)2
( )

It can be seen from the above example that the same transition lengths and energies that are important in
defining the third-order polarizability are also important in defining the two-photon absorptivity of the nA
state. The cross-terms that remain, and the differences in the energy denominators, preclude the derivation
of a simple relationship. A more global analysis yields the following set of equations [Birge et al. .(to be
published)]:

'Yid 5 1 = g + u gu + ug (11)

5 c2 h2 5g = Eii[Eg,EJ (12)
8 i Eg gmax

u = c2 h2 ôu'—O Ej[E,E] (13)8 i' E3 gmax

3e4h2f <aru>2
gu 3 ¶Ejj[Eg,Eu,EJ (14)2me1 Eg E

3e4h2fI<gru>2 .. E E E 15ug
2 me 7L2 E3 Eg

' g

where Sg4_O is the two-photon absorptivity of the low-lying gerade (or gerade-like) (g) excited state , Eg is
the Franck-Condon excitation energy of the g excited state, max is defined in Eq. 7, 5u'O is the two-
photon absorptivity of the low-lying ungerade (or ungerade-like) (u) excited state, E is the Franck-
Condon excitation energy of the u excited state, f is the oscillator strength of the g excited state, <ulrlg>I
— <gru> is the absolute values of the transition length vector coupling the u and g states, f is the
oscillator strength of the u excited state, and the dimensionless energy terms are given by:

EE E6E4E2
1, Ej - 14 E4 E2 + 49 E2 E4 - 36 E6 (16)

E E E E2 E (3 E E — E2 Ej — 4 E1 E2)" i' ] (E — E1) (E + E1) (2E — E) (2E + E) (3E — E1) (3E + E1) (1'

The above equations assume that the g state is the lowest excited state with gerade (or gerade-like)
symmetry and that the u state is the lowest excited state with ungerade (or ungerade-like) symmetry. Note
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that for a molecule with inversion symmetry, ô_o =0 and fg 0, and therefore and vanish and
only Eqs. 12 and 14 contribute to 'y{ 5 } . It is important to note that the above equations were derived
assuming that the lowest gerade excited state, and not the higher "nN' gerade state referenced in Eq. 10, is
the "g state". It is essential to use the lowest gerade excited state to avoid resonance effects that are
unpredictable. This formalistic requirement does not preclude higher gerade states from making significant
contributions to y. Indeed, Pierce has demonstrated that coupling between a high energy 1A excited state
and the strongly allowed, low-lying 1B state is the dominant contribution to y in linear polyenes.
Nevertheless, as we demonstrate below, the above two-photon equations accurately predict the full sum-
over-states value despite the fact that contributions from higher Ag sttS are not explicitly included.

In order to test the validity of the above relationships, we will compare the third-order it-electron
polarizability y(O;O,O,O) calculated by using the sum-over-states treatment embodied in Eq. 3 and the
value calculated by using Eqs. 11 - 17. The INDO-SDCI molecular orbital investigation by Pierce
provides most of the necessary theoretical data for an analysis of three polyenes (butadiene, hexatriene and
octatetraene) in both trans and cis forms as well as benzene.7 We need only calculate values for and
ug because u and vanish due to smmetry. The only parameter that is not provided is the transition

length <grIu> between the 1A* and 1BU states. Our calculations based on the use of the identical INDO
formalism indicate that <1A1rI1B> falls between 0.4 and 0.7 A for the molecules studied here. Our
calculations assume <gru> = O.5A. (The modest contribution of the term relegates this assignment to
one of minor consequence for the longer chain polyenes.) The results are shown in Fig. 1.

As can be seen from an analysis of Fig. 1, our two-photon based relationships provide an
excellent approximation to the full sum-over-states treatment. The above results should not be used to
support replacing the sum-over-states calculation embodied in Eq. 3 in favor of calculating the two-photon
absorptivity (Eq. 5) and then using Eqs. 11-17 to calculated y. Equation 3 will invariably provide a more
accurate result. Nevertheless, there are many instances when the experimental measurement of the two-
photon absorptivity is more convenient than the measurement of the third-order polarizabiity. Our
evaluation of the second order polarizability of bacteriorhodopsin is one such example.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The two-photon double-resonance spectrum of light adapted bacteriorhodopsin in D20 at room
temperature is shown in Fig. 2.10 This spectrum is unique relative to other two-photon spectra measured
for the visual chromophores and pigmentst9'2530 in that it exhibits two low-lying band maxima. The
lowest energy band maximum at 560nm (5 290 GM) corresponds within experimental error with the
one-photon absorption maximum at 568nm, and is assigned to the "1B" — So transition. The higher
energy two-photon band at 488nm (5 = 120 GM) is assigned to the "1A" — So transition. A full
discussion of the two-photon properties of bacteriorhodopsin can be found in Ref. 10.

We are interested in calculating both y(O;O,O,O) and y(-3co ;o,co,a) for bacteriorhodopsin.
Although Eqs. 11 - 17 can be used to calculate both terms, it is important to include an energy damping
factor in the denominators of the energy terms (Eqs. 16 and 17) to prevent resonances from generating
unrealistic enhancements. The approximate approach that we ado,pt is to replace all occurrences of the term
(nEz — E'), where n=1,2 or 3, with the term [V' + (nEz —E)2]lI. This change is obvious for Eq. 17, but
expansion of the denominator of Eq. 16 into factors is required to introduce damping, which yields the
following result:

Ej[E,E,T] =

E16 + E14 E2 1
1 1 1

[(Ej—3E)2+I'2J2 [(E1—2E)2+r2]2 [(Ej—E)2+F2]2 (E+E) (E+2E) (E+3E)
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Figure 2. Comparison of the two-photon double resonance spectrum with the one-photon absorption
spectrum of light-adapted bacteriorhodopsin in D20 at ambient temperature. The height of the vertical
error bar on each of the two-photon data points is equal to the standard deviation of the two-photon signal
determined via least-squares regression of the double-resonance signal as a function of laser pulse energy.
The solid line through the two-photon data was calculated by applying a triangular slit function with a full-
width at half-maximum of 1000 cnrt. Data from Ref. 10.

The chromophore in bacteriorhodopsin is protonated and and no longer vanish by symmetry
as was the case for the molecules investigated in section 2. Thus, we must assign values for all the terms
that appear in Eqs. 12 - 15. We assign the g state to the "1A" state and the u state to the "1B' state,
both of which generate two-photon resonances (see Fig. 2). The following assignments are based çn the
experimental data from Ref. 29: 5g.O= 120 GM, 5u—O 290 GM, (where 1GM=1050 cm sec/
molecule-photon), fg 0.3, 1u 0.8, Eg 2.62 eV, E = 2.17 eV, aigmax 8.83 X 1015 5. A value
for <gru> of 0.6 A is assumed based on arguments presented in Ref. . The results for a selected set of
photon energies based on I' =0.25 eV are given in Table I.

Examination of Table I indicates that y{ô } is dominated by with important contributions from. The cross-terms and ug combined contribute less than 5 % to the total calculated susceptibility.
Thus, our assignment of <gru> is not critical to evaluation of yô }, which is fortunate because this
transition length is the only parameter which could not be assigned experimentally from the one- and two-
photon spectra shown in Fig. 2.

In order to more accurately assess the affect of the damping factor, the dispersion of y {ô} as a
function of photon energy is presented in Fig. 3 for two values of I' (0.05 and 0.25 eV).
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E(eV)(b) g(C) 1(d) (e) ug 1(g)

0.00 461 1940 16.6 64.4 2482
0.25 527 2354 19.5 76.2 2976
0.5 840 4849 33.5 144.5 5867
0.66 1511 12937±1115 66.3±10.8 349.1±56.6 14863±1614
1.00 3677±1379 11691±1008 246.2 203.4 15817±2314
1.17 3082±1156 7335 118.1 220.7±35.8 10755±1733

(a) Calculations assume F = 0.25 eV and are based on the f9llowing experimental data from Ref. 29:
ôgl_O= 120 GM, 5—o= 290 GM, (where 1GM=1050 cm' sec/ molecule-photon), <gru>I =0.6 A,
fg

= 0.3, f = 0.8, Eg 2.62 eV, E = 2.17 eV, 8.83 X 1015 , where the g state is the "1A"
state and the u state is the "1B" state. The error ranges given are based on the error ranges assigned
to the above parameters in Ref. 29.

0') Energy of the incident radiation field in electron volts.
(c) Component of the third-order polarizability based on Eq. 12 (units of 1036 esu
(d) Component of the third-order polarizability based on Eq. 13 (units of 1036 esu
(e) Component of the third-order polarizability based on Eq. 14 (units of 1036 esu
(f) Component of the third-order polarizability based on Eq. 15 units of 1036 esu
(g) Total third-order polarizability based on Eq. 1 1 (units of 10i6 esu).

Figure 3. Dispersion in the third-order ic-electron polarizabiity of bacteriorhodopsin as a function of
two values of the damping function [F = 0.25 eV, foreground (lower) curve; I' — 0.05 eV, background
(upper) curve]. The vertical axis displays logo['y(ô)] based on Eq. 10 (see text).

Table I. Third order polarizabifity of light-adapted bacteriorhodopsin as a function of
the energy of the incident polarizing radiation.(a)

11
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As can be seen from the dispersion curve calculated for I'=O.05 eV in Fig. 3 there are three
resonances that occur in 'y in the 0 - 1.2 eV region. The most intense resonance occurs at E., =0.723 eV
due to the E1 — 3 E term in Ej (Eq. 18), where E1 is the transition energy of the "1B" state absorption
maximum (E = 2.17 eV). The second resonance at E, = 0.873 eV is associated with the same E1 3 E
term but where E1 is the transition energy of the "1A" state absorption maximum (Eg 2.62 eV). The
third resonance at E 1.085 eV is associated with the E1 — 2 E., where E1 is the transition energy of the
"1B" state absorption maximum (E = 2.17 eV). These same resonances also occur in the function
(Eq. 17), but have a smaller impact on the dispersion curve due to the modest contributions from the
cross-terms. The use of a non-zero F value is essential to prevent these resonances from generating
infinite (and obviously unrealistic) calculated values for 'y. We consider the values generated for 1=0.25
eV (Table I and Fig. 3) more realistic than those generated for F=0.øS eV.

In evaluating the third-order properties of bacteriorhodopsin, it is instructive to compare the 'y
values for bacteriorhodopsin with those measured by Hermann and Ducuing for a series of polyenes by
using third-harmonic generation.4 The comparisons are shown in Table II and suggest that
bacteriorhodopsin has a surprisingly large third-order polarizabiity given the fact that the chromophore has
only six double bonds. In fact, it has a 'y value that is comparable to that measured for dodecapreno fi-
carotene, a polyene with eleven double bonds (see Table II).

Table II. Third order polarizabilities of selected molecules.

molecule # dbl bonds conditions(a) y[0.50 eV](b) 'y[0.66 eVJ(b) Source(C)

allo-ocime 3 pure 7 2 H&D

all-trans retinol 5 molten 46 12 H&D
all-trans retinol 5 EPA(77K) 42 7 55 9 TPA

all-trans retinal 6 molten 90 20 H&D
all-trans retinal 6 DMSO 130 40 H&D
all-trans retinal 6 EPA(77K) 180 21 274 64 TPA

bacteriorhodopsin 6 DO 5867 14863 TPA

trans f3-carotene 11 benzene 1100 1400 700 H&D

cis-trans bixine 11 DMSO 300 80 H&D

dodecapreno u-carotene 19 benzene '4000 17000 H&D

(a) Conditions list the solvent (assumed ambient temperature unless specified otherwise) or the state of
the pure material.

(b) Third-order it-electron polarizability (units of l036 esu) at E given in brackets.
(c) H&D = Hermann and Ducuing measurements based on third harmonic generation4; TPA = two-

photon measurements based on Eqs. 11 - 15 (two-photon data for all-trans retinol from Ref. 29, two-
photon data for all-trans retinal from Ref. 19, two-photon data for bacteriorhodopsin from Ref. 10).

Garito and coworkers have examined theoretically the electronic contributions to the third-order
polarizability of polyenes and note that the principal contributions to y can be divided into the three types
shown in Fig. 4? Type I is associated with the allowedness of the low-lying ungerade (or ungerade-like)
excited singlet state. If we label this state B, the Type I contribution is proportional to 1KB Ir o>14. Type II
is associated with the sequence S0 —B —' nA —'B —p S0, and is assigned by Pierce7 to be the dominant
contributor to y in linear polyenes (see discussion above). The Type II contribution is proportional to
I(B I r 2 ( r lnA)I2 Type ifi is only relevant to polar molecules and is associated with the product
KoIrIB)(B ir B>(BIArIB)(BIrIo), where(BIArIB)=iiB/e(tB the change in dipole moment
upon excitation into the B state). Garito and coworkers have noted that this term typically contributes
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more than one-order of magnitude to y in polar long-chain polyenes when LB � 10 D. Unfortunately,
our two-photon equations do not equate directly with the three types ifiustrated in Fig. 4, but approximate
relationships are defined in the caption to Fig. 4. The protein-bound chromophore in bacteriorhodopsin
exhibits a large change in dipole moment upon excitation into the lowest-lying, strongly-allowed 1B—like
state (i 13.5 D).10 Based on the results shown in Table I, we conclude that Type ifi enhancement of
the third-order polarizability yields at least a 20-fold increase in 'y.

More subtle is the enhancement associated with the protonation of the chromophore in
bacteriorhodopsin. De Melo and Silbey have demonstrated theoretically that polarons and bipolarons have
enhanced third-order polarizabilities.6 While protonated and "polaronic" chromophores are not
electronically identical, the effect of protonation is similar with respect to bond alternation effects and
excited state manifold perturbation. Based on simulations, we conclude that protonation yields
approximately a five-fold enhancement in the third-order polarizability.

In summary, we attribute the enhanced third-order nonlinearity associated with the protein bound
chromophore of bacteriorhodopsin to two mutually enhancing origins. First, the chromophore is
protonated, and the resultant charge reorganization enhances the polarizability in a fashion that is similar to
that known to occur for polaronic and bipolaronic chromophores. We estimate protonation generates a
five-fold enhancement in y. Second, the protein bound chromohore exhibits a large change in dipole
moment upon excitation into the lowest-lying, strongly-allowed 1B—like state (Api 13.5 D). The latter
property is responsible for a Type ifi enhancement of the third-order polarizability and yields at least a 20-
fold increase in 'Y71:•

Jset : :::Jset

u*

g(O) -g(O)
Type II

(triple sum)
Typel Typeffi

(double sum) (triple sum)
Figure 4. Schematic diagrams illustrating the major contributions to the it-electron third-order
polarizability for non-polar chromophores (Type I & Type II only) as well as polar chromophores (Types
1,11 & ifi) following the definitions proposed in Ref. 5. The ground state is labelled "g(O)", and the low-
lying strongly-allowed excited state of ungerade or ungerade-like symmetry is labelled "u". The manifold
of excited gerade or gerade-like excited states are labelled g* set'. The hlu*tI state is not necessarily the
lowest-lying excited singlet state, but is shown in that position for clarity. The Type I and Type II
contributions are embodied in the g and ug terms, but there is no direct correspondence. The Type ifi
contribution is embodied in the term and will usually dominate all other contributions to the third-order
polarizability in polar chromophores with extended conjugated systems.
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